Central Arizona Model Railroad Club
September, 2022
Website: www.CAMRRC.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/409718243722049
stock and locomotives from the region. Inside,
they have some nice static displays and
upstairs a couple of model railroads. If you nd
yourself in the area, I encourage you to stop by!

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
by Bob Northington
Sure hope you all have not been washed away
by our monsoons this past month! I know we
need the rain, but it would be nice to get it in
“nice even amounts” ... (Yeh, like that’s going to
happen).
Julie and I traveled to the Spokane WA area for
a friend’s wedding. We had a couple of open
days, so we drove to downtown Spokane to
enjoy breakfast at Frank’s Diner. This is a 1906
Pullman that had been purchased by the
Northern Paci c Railroad in 1909 and
remodeled as a private car for the president of
the railroad. The food was as magni cent as the
surroundings!
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After breakfast, we drove about 30 miles west to
visit the Inland NW Rail Museum in Reardan.
Beautiful museum that features a ride on the
mighty Reardan Rocket, a 2 ft gauge Mining/
Tourist train that meanders its way through a
eld on a ten- minute journey. On the grounds,
the museum has a nice collection of rolling
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NEWSLETTER

for socializing and swapping and the meeting
starts at 7pm. Meetings are held at the Prescott
Meals on Wheels hall on Blooming Hills Drive,
off Rosser at SR89.

On a sad note, I was informed by his daughter
Sandra, that club member Jack Pivirotto passed
on August 30th. Sandra wrote, “Wanted to let
you know my dad is with his Lord and family. He
was sleeping very peaceful and waited till I left
to go on his own time. I am so blessed to have
spent time with him at the railroad club and all
of you.” Our thoughts and prayers go out to his
wife Barbara, daughter Sandra and their family.

September 14 - CAMRRC meeting - Meals on
Wheels Hall
October 12 - CAMRRC meeting - Meals on
Wheels Hall
October 29 - Adobe Mountain Swap Meet Phoenix: Info: https://
www.arizonamodeltrains.com/am.shtml
November 9 - CAMRRC meeting - Meals on
Wheels Hall
November 12 - TCA Desert Division fall
auction, Phoenix

BOARD MINUTES
by Allan Steves
August 10, 2022
Members Present: Bob Northington, Allan
Steves, Fred Williams, Tom McColloch
Old Business
Beat the Heat update. Fred requested the
update be deferred until the Club meeting at
7:00 PM. All Board Members agreed, and the
agenda item was closed.
New Business

Our next meeting will be on Wednesday
September 14th. I look forward to seeing you
there.

SCHEDULE
CAMRRC regular meetings are held on the
second Wednesday of the month. They feature
tables where you are welcome to bring items for
sale and most months also feature a program.
They are also a great way to get together with
your fellow members. Meetings begin at 6:30pm

The Board discussed having the header of
newsletters contain the CAMRRC website and
Facebook addresses. A motion was made to
request the Newsletter Editor to add the
CAMRRC website and Facebook addresses to
the header of future newsletters. The motion
was seconded and approved by all present
members of the Board.
Allan presented the idea of having the club put
together complete train sets for underprivileged
children for Christmas. The premise of the idea
is to have club members donate unused model
railroad equipment and put together multiple
trains sets to donate. Action for Sept Board
Mtg: A. Steves to provide additional information

to Board including proposed train equipment
needed, club organization, timing, & method of
determining needy recipients.
The Board discussed the potential of returning
to the Prescott Resort in early December for the
one (1) day model railroad display. Action for
Sept Board Mtg: B. Northington & F. Williams to
visit the Prescott Resort to gather more
information.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
by Allan Steves
The Board of Directors is excited to welcome
new members to our growing club. With the
addition of these new model railroaders, our
club now has 118 members!
Welcome Harry Garvin. Harry is a multi-scaler
(O, HO) who resides in Prescott Valley. Harry
has an operational layout and is interested in
Steam Locos, Diesel Locos, Passenger
Operation, Railfanning, Railroad Photography,
and is a 3D Printer.
Welcome Leancy Rupert. Leancy is a HO &
Hon3 scaler who joins us from our northern
neighbor city of Flagstaff. Leancy has an
operational layout and is interested in Kit
Building, Scratch Building, Kit Bashing,
Scenery, Structures, Steam Locos, Passenger
Operation, Freight Operation, Painting &
Lettering
Welcome Duane Stowell. Duane is our newest
N scaler currently living in Dewey with his wife
Mary. Duane has an operational and scenied
layout that is still under construction. His
interests are focused on Kit Building, Scenery,
Structures, Diesel Locos, Passenger Operation

Welcome Joe Vetrano. Joe is a dedicated O
scaler (G, O, HO, N) who lives in Prescott with
his wife Cathy. Joe is interested in Diesel Locos,
Passenger Operation, Railroad History.

Welcome Tim Buehring. Tim comes to us from
the distant White Mountains town of
Springerville where he resides with his wife
Loriann. Tim is a multi-scaler who is into Z, N,
and HO scales. His interests include Kit /
Scratch Building, Scenery, Diesel Locos, Freight
Operation, Railfanning, and Railroadania
Welcome Harry Garvin. Harry is a multi-scaler
(O, HO) who resides in Prescott Valley. Harry
has an operational layout and is interested in
Steam Locos, Diesel Locos, Passenger
Operation, Railfanning, Railroad Photography,
and is a 3D Printer.
Welcome John Knight. John adds to our
growing list of HO scalers and lives in Prescott
Valley with his wife Alexis. John is between
layouts right now but enjoys Steam Locos,
Diesel Locos, Railroad History, and Bench /
Track work.
Welcome Leancy Rupert. Leancy is a HO &
Hon3 scaler who joins us from our northern
neighbor city of Flagstaff. Leancy has an
operational layout and is interested in Kit
Building, Scratch Building, Kit Bashing,
Scenery, Structures, Steam Locos, Passenger
Operation, Freight Operation, Painting &
Lettering
Welcome Duane Stowell. Duane is our newest
N scaler currently living in Dewey with his wife
Mary. Duane has an operational and scenied
layout that is still under construction. His
interests are focused on Kit Building, Scenery,
Structures, Diesel Locos, Passenger Operation
Welcome Joe Vetrano. Joe is a dedicated O
scaler (G, O, HO, N) who lives in Prescott with
his wife Cathy. Joe is interested in Diesel Locos,
Passenger Operation, Railroad History.
Welcome David Woolary. David is a multi-scaler
(O, S) who resides in Prescott with his wife
Sherry and is currently working on a new layout.

CHECK THIS VIDEO OUT
by Steve Toth
I came across this video (link below) posted on
the O Gauge Railroading forum under "What
Trains did you run today".
It's a video taken of the NJ HighRail Layout
taken from a perspective I've never seen done
before. I thought the club members might enjoy
it.
https://youtu.be/FrCyuRD03eQ

LAYOUT OPEN HOUSES
by Mike Guinn
Here are a couple pictures from my layout open
house in July. Marvin and I enjoyed seeing so
many visitors to our layouts in July! Hope to
have the group up again as we progress on our
layouts.

CLUB WEBSITE
by Fred Williams
Everyone should visit our new website if you
haven't already. www.camrrc.com Explore, you
can't break anything. Check out the pictures
from Beat the Heat, click on the Members Only
link at the top of the Home page, enter the
password and check it out. Find yourself in the
Club Directory and make sure all the
information is up-to-date. If not, send and email
to Allan Steves (allansteves@gmail.com) with
any corrections. Try doing a search, click on a
Scale or an Interest and see who comes up.
Also, check out the For Sale section. If you
know how, add us to your Favorites or
Bookmark in your browser.
If you have any questions or suggestions, email
to:
wmsaudio@hotmail.com
Fred Williams
If you want to call me, look me up in the Club
Directory

A NOTE FROM SUE FORNABI
Jim Fornabai was a club member. He did not
attend meetings but we both would come to the
train shows and swap meets. He LOVED his
Lionel trains. A few years ago his train room
was featured in a newsletter.
On February 28 Jim passed away after a three
year challenge with body dementia with
Parkinsons. He resides now in our family room
on a bookshelf......his urn is the Lionel Train
Station. I celebrate the 47 years we shared. Jim
was almost 90 years old!

I was intrigued with the idea oil production in
Chino Valley, so I decided to model a tank car
for Arizona Oil & Re ning. It sounded like a
good name for a tank car. I bought a Model
Power 50-foot tank car at our swap meet.
I stripped the car and painted it silver. I then
designed and printed the decals for the car. I
think the nished car represents local history
that might have happened.

BEAT THE HEAT COMMENTS
by Don Schiller

OIL BOOM IN CHINO VALLEY
by Anthony Piscitelli
Around the turn of the 20th century, oil was
discovered near the rolling hills north of Chino
Valley. A local rancher John Brett noticed oil
seeping out of the banks along the upper Verde
River. The word spread and soon the landscape
was dotted with oil wells. There were many
companies involved, the largest, and most
enthusiastic was the Arizona Oil & Re ning
Company.
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None of the companies were successful drilling
for oil. The wells would collapse when the water
table was reached. Today all that remains of the
oil boom are a few capped well heads. Had they
been successful, I’m sure there would have
been a lot of tank car traf c on the Peavine. If
anyone is interested in the full story of the oil
boom, go to https://
archives.sharlothallmuseum.org/articles/dayspast- articles/1/the-chino-valley-oil-boomof-1916-1918

It was a fun event! Being at Embry Riddle is
FANTASTIC! The extra large space was
perfect.
I would suggest that it would be great if there
could be more operating train layouts. That
really attracts attention
And makes a bene cial purpose to come to the
show. It becomes an event not just a swap
meet.
I did nd exactly what I came to the show to
buy! I needed some additional G-scale track for
our Touchmark Christmas Snow Village Display.
I got brand new LGB track at a good price.

TAKE A SEAT: AN OVERLOOKED
DETAIL
by Mark Ziven
Most of you have visited my Goose Island Western & Arizona model railroad at one time or
another over the years. Little things mean a lot
to me like picking up a penny in a parking lot

Precision Scale, had just the pieces, of course
in brass.

The Goose Island to me is a collection of details
(little coins) that all add up to what you’ve seen
during your visits.

I got busy, only to become disappointed. The
seats were 0.48mm too wide. Out came the les
and a miniature vise to assist with the
measurement reduction.

You might remember I’ve placed a couple of
workmen to represent “Signal Maintainers” on
the main lines just outside the quarry / mine
detail.
It wasn’t enough to have just the maintainers
posed working on the signals, I had to come up
with a way for these little guys to get out on the
job to apply their craft.
Enter the “Fairmont Speeder with trailer atcar”.

This would be my rst adventure in crafting
miniatures out of brass.
The process went well; ful lling the
transportation mode, then I need a track side
area to park those newly crafted pieces.
A wooden cantilevered deck with safety railings
was crafted, detailed and installed. It all looked
good to me over the years, but something was
missing. The signal men had nothing to sit on
while running the Fairmont speeder.
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After watching several videos of operating well
persevered speeders, I knew what was needed;
seats!
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here and there eventually you’ve got a nickel
and then a dime.

Several test ttings were required so the seat
stands would t between the fenders. Done! A
degreasing process, then primer, paint and
nally a hardy CA glue.
The last detail for the Fairmont Speeder was
complete. Here is another small detail that
adds to the larger detail.

Building Design
The design for this building was not limited by
machine capability. Using the 12×24 inch cutting
mat one could cut a section of about 10 x 22
inches. In this case it is the length and width of
the available wood stock that must be taken into
account. The clapboard siding I use is
Northeastern Lumber (Walthers part number
521-6511) which measures 6 inches by 24
inches.

USING THE CRICUT MAKER 3 FOR
MODEL RAILROADING: PART 2
by Joe Fauty
In a previous article the Cricut Maker 3 cutting
machine was described then used to cut a
variety of materials to make custom signs and
decals. In this article the machine will be used
to cut walls from 1/16 inch thick basswood to
construct a feed mill as a customer for a grain
elevator on my model railroad. There is already
an end user – a dry goods and animal feed
store so the feed mill will be kept quite busy.
Since space is limited for the mill, I chose a
simple A-frame design described in a Model
Railroader Mar 1978 article – “Butz Milling and
Feed Company” and modified it to fit in the
space available on my layout. A simple
presentation software program (Libre Office)
was used to design the wall outline plus all
window and door openings. The wall designs
were then uploaded into the Cricut design
space as cut images. In this article I will
describe how to upload the images into the
Cricut design space and use a function called
‘Splice’ to make the openings for the doors and
windows. The machine will cut the outline of the
wall then cut the openings. After cutting the
walls on the Cricut the structure is assembled
using standard practice for wood structures.

Since it is not a good idea to cut to the edges of
the wood the max height for the main walls was
set at 5 3⁄4 inches. The building is basically
three simple boxes. The main building is 10
inches by 7 1⁄4 inches. The office is 5 inches by
5 1⁄2 inches and the shed is 5 inches by 5
inches. The overall foot print was set at 15 x
12.5 inches (60 x 50 feet). The only issue to
deal with with respect to board width is the
height of the side walls for the main building
which are 7 1⁄4 inches. These two walls are cut
in two sections. One section is 7.5 inches long
by 5 3⁄4 inches high. The sloped section is 7 1⁄2
inches long by 1 1⁄2 inches high. Not shown in
the drawings are two small silos in the back of
the building to store various grains.

copies of all the wall designs, delete all windows
and doors from the image so you end up with
the walls by themselves. Select and convert
each separate wall to an image such as bmp,
png or jpg then save the image to your
computer. This is the image that will be
uploaded into the Cricut design space. You can
just as easily make rectangles inside the Cricut
Design space and add windows and doors,
however I like to make bitmap images of all
walls and upload them so I know I have every
wall covered. An example of the images for the
side 1 of the building are shown in Figure 6. In
this design there is only one rectangular wall
which is the back office wall that is blank (i.e. no
windows or doors). This wall can be cut in the
normal manner – I use a table saw. This will
save time having to wait for the Cricut machine
to cut the wall. The shed has one sloped wall
without doors or windows however since one
wall with a window needs to be cut on the
machine it is better to cut both walls to make
sure they are the same dimensions.

Preparing the Cricut Machine
Once the design phase is complete then it is
time to make a cut list for all walls with window
and door placement. This is all done within your
preferred design software program. An example
an image for the side 1 of the main building wall
is shown in Figure 5. It is not necessary for
precise placement of the door and windows in
the cut image. This will be done after the wall
image is uploaded into the Cricut Design space.
When the cut list is complete and you are
satisfied with the overall appearance make

result for the front main wall is shown in Figure
7.
Now it is time to add all doors and windows.
This is simply done by selecting the ‘images’
icon on the left panel and selecting the square.
Once it appears change its color to something
other than black so you can see it when placed

The rest of the design will be accomplished
inside the Cricut program. Open Cricut Design
Space. Start new Project and select upload
image on the left side. In the new screen select
‘image’ to begin the upload process. Choose a
wall image that you have previously saved to
your desktop such as that in Figure 6 and
upload it into Cricut. In the upload image screen
you have the choice of selecting ‘Simple’,
‘Moderately Complex’, or ‘Complex’ image type.
As general practice always select ‘Complex’
since in the case of a side wall with a roof angle

the left and right triangle backgrounds must be
removed. After selecting an image type another
screen will appear. Click on ‘apply and
continue’. In the next screen you must decide
whether to select a cut or print and cut image.
Select the black cut image. In the last screen
you can select the newly uploaded image and
add it to your canvass. Select the image and
changed its size to the cut list specification. In
this case it is 6 x 10 inches. I always find it best
to move the image to the 0,0 coordinates. This
aids in placement of doors and windows. The

onto the black rectangle. It is best to make a list
of all window and door inside dimensions which
you can measure or in many cases are
available on the manufacturers’ website. In my
case I used Tichy windows 2058 and 2057
along with Grandt Line doors 3621 and 3620.
Figure 8 shows the windows and doors in their
proper positions on the black wall. Cricut has
tools very similar to any design program to
position the doors and windows. When deciding
how far from the bottom of the wall to place a
window it is useful to make a reference box the
height you want from the bottom of the wall,
align it to the bottom of the wall and place the
window on top of it.
In order to prepare this image for cut, all the
windows and door must be remove from the
wall. This is accomplished using the ‘Slice’ tool
at the left hand bottom of the page.
Unfortunately only one image can be sliced at a
time. So you will need to select the black box
and one image such as a window then click on
slice. Once done you will need to move two
images from the wall. In this case the light gray
image plus a black image – the outline of the
box can be seen. Simply click on the area
where you removed the gray image to remove
the black image – see Figure 9. Repeat the

process for all the remaining doors and
windows. This is quite time consuming but will
pay big dividends in the end when you can sit
back and watch the machine cut out the wall
plus door and window openings. The finished
wall with all windows and the door removed is
shown in Figure 10. Save this file as a cut wall

during the cutting process. Place the basswood
on the sticky mat and add blue painter’s tape to
the top, bottom and right side. Make sure the
basswood is slightly over- sized by about 1 inch
on all sides and place it on the mat in relation to
the cut image such that the cutting tool will start
the cut inside and away from the edge of the
wood. As can be seen in Figure 11, I tend to
position the cut image about 1 inch from the top

design inside Cricut.
and left side of the screen. I then place the
basswood on the cutting mat aligning the top
and left sides with the corners of the mat. Once
you press continue another screen will appears.
Simply choose the material (basswood 1/16
inch) and tool (knife blade or deep cut blade)
and press ‘go’ to load the mat and start the
cutting process.
Cutting The Design

At this point you can upload and complete all
wall designs within Cricut, save them then open
each file and start to cut each wall. Upload one
of the cut wall designs. Select ‘Make it’ in the
upper left corner of the canvass. In the next
screen select ‘On Mat’, the size mat you will be
using and then ‘continue’. In the screen shown
in Figure 11 I like to move the cut image away
from the edges of the mat to allow for taping the
basswood to the sticky mat. I use the ‘strong
mat’ but still need to add tape to three sides to
be absolutely sure the wood does not move

Before committing basswood to the machine a
mock-up was first cut using card stock. Figure
12 shows the front wall cut and weeded using
80 lb card stock. Figure 13 shows the complete
card-stock building taped together. The cardstock mock-up was placed on its intended site
on the layout to check position. While it fit, I felt
that the office front/back walls could be 1⁄2
shorter. The office back wall and the shed back
wall are both rectangular with no windows or
doors so I was going to cut them on the table
saw anyway. This left only the front office wall
which is rectangular also, so rather then
deleting the cut file, re-configuring the original
Cricut file and recreating another cut file I
decided to cut the front wall on the machine per
the initial dimensions and simply shorten it on
the table saw. The basswood clapboard siding

used comes in sections 6 inches by 24 inches
so an added benefit to making the card- stock
mock-up was using the individual card-stock
walls to judge how much wood needed to be cut
on the table saw to accommodate the wall
without wasting to much wood.
All but one wall was cut using the following
machine cut parameters:
Material = 1/16 inch basswood Blade = knife
blade
Pressure = 750
Multi-cut = 14x
I found that 8 passes were enough to cut
through the wood without cutting into the mat.
For those who own the Explore machine I did
cut one wall using the deep point blade. While it
worked just fine there was a little bit of wood
‘fuss’ not noticed with the knife blade. The
settings for the deep cut blade were:
Material = 1/16 inch basswood
Blade = deep point blade
Pressure = 350
Multi-cut = 11x (two extra cuts were necessary
to cut through the wood).

Building Construction
The assembly of the building followed
established craftsman wood kit construction
techniques discussed in previous articles. The
feed mill is basically three boxes, the main
building, an office and a back shed. Though not
necessary the three sub-assemblies were built
as standalone structures then glued together as
shown in Figure 14. With this done the building
was ready for painting. Since the location for
this building is fairly distance from the edge of
the table there is no need for any interior detail
including a second story floor. The windows will
be ‘glazed’ over with vellum which won’t allow
anyone to see inside even if an interior light is
installed. The grain storage tanks and piping are
Plastruct 2 1⁄2 inch diameter and TB-6 3/16 inch
diameter tubing. The paint scheme for the
building was:
Building walls – Dark Gray undercoat followed
by a dark tan then dusted with light tan
Windows, doors and trim – brown
Dock – Micro-Mark Gray/Brown stain
Sub-roof – black conservation board
Roof – Black construction paper painted gray
then light tan Storage Tanks, piping and dust
collector – dull nickel

The finished building is shown in Figures 15-17.
Details include:
Woodland Scenics and Bachman Scene
Scapes figures and details Bar Mills 04034
Window fan assemblies
Bar Mills 0438 tall roof vents
Bar Mills 04024 Industrial vent systems
Bar Mills 04006 Heating oil tank

3. This machine will not ever replace a laser
cutter but at one tenth the price it has its place
in structure building.
4. Any walls with no windows or doors are much
faster to cut by hand.
5. It does take a while for the machine to make
the cuts. The canned machine cut profile for
Conclusions – Pros and Cons
Pros
1. Setting up the Cricut to cut walls is time
consuming but if set up properly the machine
will accurately cut walls with all doors and
windows properly placed with respect to each
without having to mark and cut out each by
hand.
2. Once the designs are saved in the design
space it becomes very easy to copy files then
change wall dimensions and door / window
positions and sizes to make a new structure.

1/16 inch basswood consists of 14 passes.
However stopping the machine at 8 passes is
more than enough to cut through the wood.
Depending on the number of cuts to be made
(windows and doors) it could take up to 15
minutes per wall.
Cons
1. It should be noted that once windows and
doors are sliced from the wall and the cut file
created, if wall dimensions in the cut file are
modified then the width and height of the sliced
out windows and doors also change. The cut file
must be deleted and the original Cricut file with
doors and windows modified, then the cut file
recreated.
2. Not being judicious in placement of walls
inside the design space cut program versus the
size and placement of wood on the mat could
result wasted wood (cutoffs).
3. The maximum width of wood that can be
placed on a mat and not interfere with the main
rollers is 10 inches. The length however can be
up to 22 inches.

4. To make sure grooves (scribed wood) or the
clapboards line up from wall to wall special care
must be taken in consistent positioning of the
wood on the mat and the position of the wall in
the cut window in Cricut design space.

LET’S SEE, “HOW CAN WE ATTRACT
YOUNGER PEOPLE TO OUR HOBBY? OR
DO WE CARE!

